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OVERVIEW
Indra Capital
IndraCapital.finance is the core of the Indra Capital (IC) ecosystem and is
completely focused on the burgeoning De-Fi space.
For a full understanding of the IC ecosystem and how IndraDEX fits in with the other
parts of the IC platform, namely, Airavat, IndraX and YieldWallet.io, please visit the IC
capital ecosystem whitepaper.
IndraCapital.finance consists of High-performance DeFi vaults featuring DeltaNeutral. Arbitrage, Triangular arbitrage, Market making and Liquidity provision
strategies.

IndraDEX
IndraDEX is a Cross-chain decentralized spot, futures and options trading platform.
As we’ll make the case through the rest of this whitepaper, each of these
components, while being powerful and compelling unto itself, really begin to shine
when IndraDEX vaults are fully integrated with the trading platform.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
There are a number of issues plaguing the crypto derivatives space today. Some of
them are outlined below.

Diﬃcult to use
Anyone who has tried to open a futures or options position, even advanced traders,
can attest to the complexity of the setup and management of the same. While the UX
has come a long way since the early days, it could be simpler.

Lack of LPs (Liquidity providers)
When one thinks of derivatives or futures trading, the terms ‘speculative’, ‘blow-up’
and ‘liquidation’ come to mind. This tends to deter conservative investors. However,
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contrary to popular perception, there are a number of strategies that are amongst
the most conservative and can be executed only with a combination of spot and
futures positions e.g. various versions of the cash-and-carry trade. Most exchanges
do not cater to those types of investors or strategies.

Fragmented collateral
Tokens and Stablecoin values are spread across dozens of blockchains, and the
problem is only getting worse with the introduction of new blockchains every other
day, each with their own xBTC or xETH variants to denote BTC or ETH equivalents.

Performance and Scaling
Futures and options trading require low latency and an order of magnitude higher
performance than Layer 1 blockchains such as BTC or ETH. This problem plagued the
first generation of spot and derivatives DEXes.

High Fees
Closely related to the question of performance are the transaction fees. High fees
have been a major bottleneck, especially in Ethereum, and to a lesser extent in other
blockchains. Additionally, costs to move capital across chains is especially relevant
for non-speculative Futures strategies where transaction costs have a significant
impact on yield.

Custodial, Centralized.
The highest volume derivatives trading occurs on centralized exchanges by far. While
these exchanges do not have the problems of performance, scaling or gas fees, they
do have the problem of being custodians to user funds.
One has to trust in the technical and financial viability of the exchange in order to
operate futures trading positions of any serious size with confidence.There is also the
risk of exchanges changing the rules (Draconian KYC / AML after accepting user
deposits) or getting hacked.
We’ll tackle these problems throughout the rest of this whitepaper.
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IndraCapital.finance - HIGH YIELD VAULTS
Overview
The purpose of a Delta-Neutral or Market-Agnostic Vault is to provide a reliable and
stable return on capital with a primary goal of capital preservation while providing
yield. There is opportunity for speculative positions using the platform as well, but the
guiding principle of the vault is capital preservation. To this end, we will pursue a
delta-neutral (100% hedged) strategy in the crypto spot, futures and options markets.
Traditionally called cash-and-carry, one of the core trades we will undertake is well
known in conventional markets, but exhibits small ROIs e.g. Running the cash-andcarry trade on gold futures yields around 1% a year net of gold storage expenses.
The same strategy can yield anywhere between 10-30% in the crypto markets.
The other strategies we will pursue revolve around Arbitrage, Triangular Arbitrage,
Market Making (both passive and active) and Liquidity provisioning.

Performance / Yield
The strategies we pursue will involve HIGH yield with 0 to minimal risk i.e. either fullyhedged or completely agnostic to market conditions.
In fact, our strategies have been yielding a >30% APR without the use of leverage.
The key thing to note about this yield is it's quality. As an example, not all 10% yields
are equal. One has to take into account the expected duration/permanence of the
yield and also the risks to achieve the yield. This is traditionally measured in terms of
risk-adjusted returns and sharpe ratios.
Additionally, most crypto yield products, especially those in the De-Fi space,
generate a return by yield-farming or the process of earning a governance or utility
token as an additional reward for investing one's assets.
Blending the standard borrow / lend rates in the space with yield-farmed tokens has
given an artificial boost to the APYs/APRs one sees in the space. What's more, there
is extreme volatility in the yield as it's dependent on the value of the yield-farmed
token which trades like a penny stock in most cases.
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While we will definitely sweeten the pot with yield-farming rewards in the form of the
Airavat (AIRA) token, the yields we are discussing here (30-50+%) are
pure profits from our strategies.
in USD terms and hence do not exhibit the extreme volatility seen with other
DeFi plays.
In fact, as the market matures and we graduate away from temporary yield
sweeteners, the real performers are the ones who will be left standing. The TVL (total
value locked) in the DeFi ecosystem will migrate towards these remaining players,
and we plan to be one of them.

Fee structure
All Vaults will operate under a pretty standard 20-2 platform fee structure i.e. 20% of
the profits and 2% of the funds under management (annualized). The user has the
option of getting their 2% management fee reduced or completely waived by staking
the Airavat token (more on that below).

INDRADEX - FUTURES AND OPTIONS
TRADING PLATFORM
IndraDEX features a cross-chain decentralized trading platform for spot,futures and
options trading. The main features of our platform are listed below.

UX simplicity
One of our main goals is to build a derivatives trading platform as easy to use as any
token swap interface.
One should be able to open a position simply and methodically, ensuring that all
variables in question, be they leverage, collateral or margin modes have been set
correctly.
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IndraDEX UI to build a new futures position

Support for diﬀerent types of futures / margin
While there exist numerous spot DEXes, there aren't a large number of players
attempting to build a derivatives DEX.
We intend to support the building of futures positions based on the deposits of high
quality collateral other than stablecoins e.g. wBTC, ETH etc. In addition to supporting
the use of coins like wBTC and ETH as collateral, we will support the use of USDC/TUSD
and other stablecoins as well.
We’ve made a conscious decision to avoid USDT-margined futures due to the nature
of current regulatory security surrounding the Tether stablecoin. We believe this in
itself de-risks all trades occurring on the platform significantly, effectively eliminating
one form of counterparty risk.
We will also give our users options between trading perpetual futures that are
balanced and carried forward by the funding rates mechanism, as well as quarterly
futures, settled on a fixed date, typically near the end of calendar quarters.
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Spot / Derivatives AMMs
Much like other token swap DEXes, we will support the ability for market makers to add
liquidity into our AMM liquidity pools. While the price calculation formulae will be quite
similar to Uniswap (constant product curve), we plan to add discretionary options
over and above what portion of an LPs liquidity is available at certain prices.
IndraDEX will also have the concept of a virtual AMM. What this means is that the AMM
pricing model is used to determine entry and exit prices of a user into a derivatives
contract, but there is no real swap of assets occurring.
The user enters and exits with the trade being settled in the collateral used, be it
wBTC,USDC, TUSD, etc. The vAMM is a fully collateralized construct that is able to
support both long and short leveraged trades.
IndraDEX vaults will act as the main vAMM for the trading platform as described in the
“Trading platform - Vault integration” section below. This has the added benefit, to
vault participants, of reducing commissions, switching costs and latency in moving
capital between platforms and chains for deployment.

Options trading
Although there exist some decentralized alternatives for options trading, the main
players tend to be centralized exchanges (CEXes). We plan to build the infrastructure
to support options trading on the IndraDEX platform.
This would support not only the establishment of both single and multi-legged options
trades for various cryptocurrencies, but also the ability for users to write options. This
would mean being a vAMM (automated market maker) on the crypto options markets,
an as yet unexplored but potentially exciting hotbed of De-Fi activity.

Fair liquidation Engine
We will need to be supported by a strong set of data oracles for the derivatives
markets, especially for options trading wherein a variety of factors such as time
decay and volatility (the Greeks) go into determining the price of an option.
We will build out a robust infrastructure based on existing De-Fi primitives, or we will
implement our own. One of our key focus areas will be the elimination of scam wicks
in the price discovery mechanism. We wish to put the spectre of liquidations of
otherwise healthy futures positions in the rearview mirror.
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Cross-chain / Fragmented collateral
We will begin with a simple implementation of cross chain collateral. One should not
have to move their USDC/TUSD/wBTC collateral across chains to participate in the
IndraDEX trading platform.
Our platform will allow users to leverage their collateral, no matter on which
blockchain it lives. We intend to support Ethereum, Polygon, Avalanche and Fantom to
start.

Fee structure
All fees earned on the IndraDEX trading platform will be distributed to IndraDEX vault
participants proportional to their stake (more on that in the “Trading platform - Vault
integration” section below), with a couple of notable exceptions.
A small portion of the fees will be allocated to the DEX insurance fund (more on
that below).
Maker incentive: Maker trades on the trading platform not fulfilled by the vault
strategy will earn the fees that would have otherwise been distributed to one
of the IndraDEX vaults.
In the latter case, IndraDEX will take a 20% protocol fee.

Insurance fund
We’ve all heard of derivatives exchanges imploding due to excessive leverage and in
some cases even to the extent of destabilizing the underlying markets. We believe
there should be a provision for an insurance fund that can cover losses due to
unforeseen circumstances in the operation of the market mechanism itself.
The existence of such a fund and its size would determine a. the amount of leverage
we will offer traders and b. the extent to which we can relax our ADL (Auto
deleveraging) rules. We will allocate a portion of our trading fees towards the building
of such an insurance fund. We will likely start at 5x leverage and expand from there.

Performance, Security, Scaling and Fees
The IndraDEX platform will eventually entail several identical / compatible products
across different high performance blockchains. Our focus will be building on top of
the blockchains that minimize fees, while maximizing performance and security.
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A scalable derivatives platform will need to be built on an underlying blockchain that
can provide the requisite txns/sec. We plan to begin our implementations with
Polygon, a high performance layer 2 solution built on top of the Ethereum blockchain.

TRADING PLATFORM - VAULT INTEGRATION
It may not be obvious, but Indra Capital's Delta-Neutral Vaults and the IndraDEX
Futures / Options trading platform are natural-born partners. The DEX is a user-facing
experience that allows our community to express their bullish / bearish bias in the form
of trades on our spot, futures and options markets. As outlined above, the vaults
provides investors with a near risk-free hedged return on their USD investment, by
building and maintaining passive yield generating positions in the market.
While the vaults will invest funds to maximize returns across CeFi and DeFi, there will be
opportunities for them to act as a market maker to our own DEX. An important point to
note in this case is that the vault will always employ passive market making strategies
to fulfill the other side of trades that our user community wishes to make. Unlike other
exchanges in the TradFi, CeFi and DeFi world, we will NEVER actively trade against our
users, front-run them or sell order flow.
When a vault starts acting as a market maker for our DEX, it will start pulling in
additional yield in trading commissions, into the Vault, over and above the 30+%
highlighted in the previous section.

Beneﬁts of integration
While it may not seem obvious, having the DEX and Vault integrated goes a long way
in derisking the assets of the vault.

Self-Custody of collateral and traded funds
Moving most of the vault's investment activity away from CeFi to DeFi and then
further from general DeFi to our own DEX greatly reduces custodial and counterparty
risk. While our users are still encouraged to use DeFi insurance products on our smart
contracts, there should be a higher level of comfort in knowing how and where the
funds are flowing while being under the control of our own smart contract code.

Shift to non-USDT (Tether) collateral
A large percentage of the futures activity, especially in CeFi, centers around using USD
Tether as collateral. Anyone in the crypto space knows about the uncertainties and
controversies surrounding Tether. There will be a significant hit to any portfolio that
centers around Tether-based futures trading.
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While we're not debating the legitimacy of USDT, it is our job to de-risk as part of our
fiduciary duties. Most, if not all the collateral on IndraDEX will be based around USDC /
TUSD (USD stablecoin baskets) and eventually our own INR / USD stablecoins.

Scam wick management
Another area where we can derisk our vault funds is by having far more sophisticated
price oracles than the other CeFi and DeFi exchanges. It's not in our ability to know
whether single-wick based liquidations of otherwise healthy futures positions are
incompetence or malevolence on the part of exchanges. What we can do is de-risk
ourselves from having to play guessing games and build our own price discovery
mechanisms integrated into our DEX.

Trading fees to the Vault
All Fees from DEX trading will be delivered to vault participants, other than a small
portion that will be set aside to build an insurance fund.

Frictionless capital movement
Vault funds can be moved around in a frictionless way across different positions /
strategies when interacting with the IndraDEX trading platform, as it will be done in a
0 commissions environment as opposed to executing the strategy on 3rd party
exchange.

BUSINESS MODEL
The IndraDEX business model is centered around revenue from
20% performance + 2% management vault fees.
20% platform fee on non-vault maker fees. The rest of the fee goes to the maker
(Maker incentive)
Withdrawal fees.
Listing fees (TBD)
For a full understanding of our business model across the IC ecosystem, please
review the Business model section in the IC capital ecosystem whitepaper.
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THE AIRAVAT TOKEN
The IC ecosystem is powered by the Airavat utility token and IndraDEX is no exception.
For a full treatment of Airavat token utility, its tokenomics and the bigger picture i.e. its
role across the ecosystem, please refer to the Airavat token section in the IC capital
ecosystem whitepaper.

Airavat token uses
Paying trading fees
Paying withdrawal and listing fees.
Collateral on borrow / lend platform
Staking on IndraCapital.finance

Staking on IndraCapital.ﬁnance
Staking is a key part of the Airavat tokens’ value proposition. In addition to rewards of
Airavat tokens, staking on IndraCapital.finance will cover most, if not all of a user’s
vault investment under a 0 management fee structure (20% performance fee still
applies). The ratio is 12.5:1. For every $8 of Airavat tokens staked, $100 of a user's
investment in Indra Capital vaults will not attract any management fee.
E.g. If the user has more than $100 in Indra Capital vaults and $8 staked, the amount
>$100 will have the 20-2 structure, and the amount below $100 will have a 20-0
structure.
Note that this mechanism accounts for changes in the price of the Airavat token i.e.
the total funds covered under the 20-0 structure will increase proportionally with the
price of the token and vice versa.

LP staking
Investors in Indra Capital vaults will receive LP tokens that signify their stakes in the
vault. We will begin an LP staking program that will reward them with Airavat tokens
for locking their LP tokens. We will determine if it makes sense to introduce timelocked staking options that will provide additional reward boosts.
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EXECUTION PLAN
As with any project of high complexity, we will be rolling out and fulfilling our product
vision in phases. Note that these are just guideposts and current plans, both of which
are subject to change based on market conditions and current trends.
We’ve emphasized out the major product or feature-related parts of our roadmap in
this section. Not all of the planned technical roadmap, especially infrastructure related
development is discussed here.

Phase 1
Discretionary Vault management
In an ideal world everything in our Vault strategy would be executed by smart
contracts and automated trading platforms: 100% programmatic, from day 1.
However, the development of this system takes time while the returns are present
right now (30%+). In the interest of pragmatism, we will first roll out vaults with simple
deposit / withdraw functionality and lock-in periods to keep things simple.
The funds will be deployed across the CeDeFi space to earn the highest rewards. We
are transparent that this will involve manual / discretionary handling of funds and
trades by our operations team.
This will allow us to start delivering ROI to our users from Day 1, while building out the
rest of the platform.

Phase 2
IndraDEX - Indra Capital integration
We will begin integrating the DEX UI with our vaults acting as passive market makers.
This will allow us to shift discretionary vault activity outlined in Phase 1 to a more
automated system, and also allow more of the trade volume coming in via the DEX UI
to be fulfilled by our vaults, acting as a Liquidity Provider (LP).

Staking
We will also begin our token staking program in this phase which will allow our users
to cover their vault funds in a 20-0 structure (20% performance fee, 0% management
fee).
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LP Staking
As noted above, we will introduce LP staking that will allow users to earn Airavat token
yield in exchange for locking up their LP tokens.

Phase 3
Automated listing / Market making
We will add the infrastructure needed for the community to list and provide futures
trading support for their own futures trading pairs. This will require us to offer tools for
the creation of new vaults, new pairs on the DEX UI and silo-ed insurance fund
mechanisms.

Beyond Phase 3
The roadmap beyond phase 3 will involve the introduction of options trading, options
vaults / LPs and further development of our De-Fi borrow/lend platform.
We will continue to share our plans with the community as they get crystallized.

FUTURE RESEARCH
The area of derivatives trading in a decentralized computing environment is in its
infancy. We have not even begun to scratch the surface of what is possible. Some of
the areas where we anticipate allocating research dollars to both improve the
IndraDEX platform as well as De-Fi in general

Non-custodial futures or options
Given the current state of DeFi infrastructure, all liquidity is silo-ed. Collateral does not
always live where the opportunity lies. The friction of moving collateral around to take
advantage of arbitrage and other opportunities can be alleviated by developing a
robust protocol for cross-chain and cross-product trading.
One should be able to use collateral they have, say on Aave, to build a futures position
on IndraDEX. We will be investing our efforts into making such a seamless transfer or
value or ‘value delegation’ a reality.
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Automation
While considerable (and impressive) work has been done with automation in the field
of yield maximization and yield-farming by vaults like those operated by
yearn.finance, achieving the same with an automated trading vault is of a higher
order of magnitude in complexity. We will be investing our time and efforts to make
this happen.

Trade execution
Executing trades efficiently at scale, especially in the current environment of
fragmented / low liquidity is a challenge. We will be focusing our energy on
continually optimizing execution as it is key to reducing slippage and adding
percentage points to the yield generated by our Vaults.

Bear market vault returns
We have tested and validated that our vault trading strategy performs exceptionally
(30+%) in bull, neutral and slightly bearish markets. In severe or prolonged bear
markets, executing our strategy becomes harder due to the paucity of options to
establish fully hedged short positions. While it is possible, the liquidity and market size
makes it difficult to do at scale. We will devote our efforts to solving this problem and
developing these markets / liquidity pools.
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CONCLUSION
Indra Capital is the core of the IC platform ecosystem and we hope a key part of the
De-Fi infrastructure that we predict will upend the traditional financial system.
We’ve laid out our plans for what we believe as the key parts of a robust De-Fi
ecosystem.
Spot, futures and options trading
Borrow / lend markets
Active and passive investing
Reliable infrastructure (oracles, liquidation management, cross-chain
collateral)
We believe that this with the rest of the IC ecosystem products: IndraX, Airavat and
YieldWallet.io will bridge the gap between the fiat and crypto worlds, thereby
completing the picture.
We are incredibly grateful for the support we've received from the community thus far
and believe we will fulfil the promise laid out in this whitepaper with your continued
support. Thank you.
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